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THE NEW  CAMBRIDGE MEDIEVAL HISTORY, Volume  VII:  c.1415-

c.1500. Edited by Christopher Almand. 1998. Cambridge University Press,

Cambridge, £65. ISBN 0-521-38296-3.

This volume, published more than  sixty years after its predecessor in the original

Cambridge Medieval History, comes at a time  when  historians are looking for new

guidance in their interpretations of the fifteenth century. Its predecessor was

published when the rise of Nazi Germany confirmed their assumption  that
European history was essentially about  political history, culminating in the

development of the centralised nation  state.  From  this  point of  View, the fifteenth

century was a period of confusion and weakness out of  which  the new monarchies

of France, Iberia, and England only began to emerge towards its end. Since then

the advénce of economic and social history has given wider  perspectives, but no

consensus about whether the fifteenth century was marked more by a demographic

crisis and economic depression, or by generally improved standards of living.

Latterly, decades of  moving towards European economic, and possibly political

union, have  drawn historians to look anew at the fifteenth century, as the  last

before Europe was divided by the Reformation, for signs whether the elements

which European  peoples  had in  common  were stronger  than those which divided

them.  It was, after all, in  this  century that  the word  Europe, and  European, rather

than  Christian, came, through the work of the humanists, into  more common use as

.  a description of the Continent.
The thirty-eight distinguished contributors  have  produced a massive work of

840 pages of  text, only briefly annotated, but accompanied by a valuable

bibliography of 146 pages (including primary as well as secondary sources, useful

maps, and a good index). The volume is divided into four sections: the  first  entitled

Government; the second, Economic  and  Social  Developments; the third, Spiritual

Cultural  and  Artistic  Life;  and the  last, comprising seventeen chapters, is entitled

The  Development  of European States.  Despite its title the latter section does

include the dissolution of the Hungarian  state, and the fall of Byzantium and the
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Latin East. Every part of Europe is covered, but one  cannot  help questioning, as

will European readers, the editorial decision to devote eighty-nine pages to the

British Isles while, for example, Germany and the Empire are covered in only

twenty-nine  pages.
The aim of the thematic approach of the first three sections of the book is to

see how far common factors were moulding European states, their  societies and

culture. By choosing Government as the first section the emphasis is immediately

placed  on political disunity and wars. Although humanism was secularising and

politicising the writing of history, there were few new political  ideas  and theories;

debates on conciliar  thought  were to die out, and the political theories of Hus and

Wyclif were stifled. But war itself did far more  than  theory to  advance the power

of the  state, partly because its ever-rising costs required more efficient systems of
taxation, and partly through the development in the second half of the century of

the first standing armies in  Venice, France, and, later, in Spain. The editor’s own

chapter on war, given its  content, would  have  been better placed in this section,
rather than in the one on the  economy and society, because  its  most  interesting

insights are into the connexion between warfare, particularly the use and  high  cost

of cannon, and the centralisation of states.
In many countries recurrent warfare and increased taxation led to the

development of some form of political representation and  consent.  Professor

Blockman’s comparative study of the development of representative institutions

departs from the chronological framework by beginning in the thirteenth century.

However, its longer perspective is valuable for pointing out the links between

economic  growth, the development of commercialisation and communications, and
the widening composition of consultative councils; but it  also  points out  that  these
links were not inevitable. The King of France succeeded from 1355 in introducing

permanent indirect  taxes exempt  from the  assent  of the estates, while the silver

mines of Thuringia and Meissen and the com revenues of the Teutonic Order long

protected their rulers from the need to rely on  taxes  granted by representative

institutions.
Since the economy obviously influenced  govemments’ revenues and limited

rulers’ freedom of action, as well as  that  of society at large, perhaps the section on

the economy and society should have been placed first in the volume. Certainly it

is one of the most controversial topics, and one for which a European perspective

is much needed for English historians. Professor Dyer begins his section on rural

society by discussing how far the Postonian thesis of over-population followed by

the famines and plagues of the fourteenth century can explain the recession of the

fifteenth century. He concludes that the diversity of European experience precludes

such an interpretation. Plague had  a  limited impact in Eastern Europe and in Iberia,
and  when  demographic recovery began, it did so at different times:  beginning in
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the  1450's  in France, but not until the  sixteenth  century in England. He suggests
that the  density of urbanisation and the strength of the market had  a  greater effect
on the resilience of agrarian society. But he does not discuss the impact of the
bullion crises of the fifteenth century on urban demand, and therefore on the low
prices for agricultural products which  affected  production. Dr Childs to  some
extent compensates for this in her discussion of the commercial recession of the
mid-century, while Professor Dobson points to the general trend for capital,
economic influence, and political power to be concentrated in relatively few,
overmighty cities. He comments on the fact  that  a surprising number of these were
in Iberia where the urban population amounted to fifteen per cent.

European diversity is referred to but not over-stressed by the writers on
religion and culture. In  a  brilliant sketch of religious belief and practice Professor
Rapp refers to ‘a canvas of bewildering diversity’, but shows how despite its
lamentable failings of leadership and the need for reform, the Church still had the
capacity to inspire new piety and devotion. Education, too, showed a vitality which
was common  throughout  Europe. More educated people meant greater social

mobility. But Dr McKitterick argues for the invention of printing as the most
profound of the changes witnessed by the fifteenth century, since it was the first
agent of mass communication. Its advance, too, was related to commercial
development, since  it relied less on the density of population than on the
accumulation of capital and  good  trading communications which encouraged
printers to migrate to exploit new markets.

There is much to enlighten and stimulate in  these general surveys, but probably
the chief attraction for  those  who buy the New  Cambridge Medieval History as  a
reference  book  will be the seventeen chapters on individual states, because  they
conveniently condense information  much  of  which  would otherwise be hard to
discover. The authors of the  most  successful studies, like those on France, England,

Northern Italy, and  Castile, do not limit  them  strictly to the political development
of their  state  but discuss  that  development within  a  wider economic and  social
framework. In this way they expand the  themes  explored in the first three sections
of the book. One wishes in  some cases that the authors of the introductory chapters
could  have  read these local  studies  first. Professor  McKay’s  chapter on Castile and
Navarre, for instance, has  much  to add to our wider understanding of economic
developments. One or two writers more tediously concentrate too narrowly on the
dynastic  policies and wars  which  have  given  political history a  bad name.

The wider studies show that the common economic problems of fifteenth-
century Europe produced  similar  difficulties for rulers  throughout  the Continent.
They were short of money and  they were plagued by factions nobles who  sought
from the state what they could no longer extort so easily from their tenants.  Debts
crippled Henry IV of England and the Crown was virtually bankrupt by the 1440’s.
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A chronic lack of funds  left  the German Emperor unable to enforce law and order.
Even the Hungarian Crown, which had been amply financed by the gold and silver
mines of Transylvania, was forced to devalue its silver coins to one-third of their

face value—a move which caused the first major rural revolt in  that  country. The
costs of warfare were outrunning the resources even of the  most  powerful Italian
states, and  Castile  had to cope with recurrent monetary instability.

This  financial weakness leads several writers to warn of the danger of
exaggerating the growth of the Renaissance  state.  Professor Malett states  that  both

the princely and republican  states of  Italy lacked  both  the resources and the will to
centralise power effectively. This was also true of France, which, in  1461,  was still

divided by law, language, custom, poor communications, and a strong regionalism.
It was  also  true of Ferdinand and Isabella’s Spain. Successful rulers tried to restore
their finances, while avoiding excessive taxation and promoting monetary stability;
they patiently built on the work of their predecessors, did not introduce new

absolutist notions, and learnt how to compromise with provincial particularism.
The New  Medieval  Cambridge History has clearly much  to  teach  the rulers of

Brussels about how to  create a  successful new Europe for the  next  millennium.

PAMELA NIGHTINGALE

EDUCATION  IN  EARLY TUDOR ENGLAND: MAGDALEN COLLEGE
OXFORD  AND ITS  SCHOOL 1480-1540.  Nicholas Orme. 1998 Magdalen
College Occasional Paper 4, Oxford. Available from The Librarian, Magdalen
College, Oxford  0X1 4AU, £8 plus £1.50 p. and p. ISBN 0-9513747-4-5.

In his latest contribution to the study of  late  medieval education Professor  Orme

has turned his attention to the unusually well-documented example of Magdalen
College  School, which was founded by William Waynflete as an adjunct to his
earlier foundation of Magdalen College. The school, which  opened in 1480, has
long been recognised as  a  pioneer of humanist learning and its importance is well

brought out here. But Orme is careful not to overplay his hand. The ‘humanisation’
of Latin was not an overnight process and the teaching methods used in the school
drew on past traditions and were in turn the foundation for further developments
elsewhere. The same could be said of the printing process, often seen as essential

to the  ‘modemisation’ of education.  Orme’s  research into the publications of the
Magdalen  alumni  offers a revealing case  study of the way in which early printers
took  over popular manuscript  texts.

As well as providing the definitive account of the  school  and its early teachers
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(who included  Thomas  Wolsey as what might now be called  a  supply teacher) the

book  offers a  range of more general insights into late medieval education.

Waynflete’s  own career is  testimony to the way in which education had become

fashionable. Plucked from the head mastership of Winchester College to become

the first provost of Henry VI’s  foundation of Eton, Waynflete ended as bishop of
Winchester. His elevation was exceptional, but the readiness of institutions as well

as kings to poach successful masters suggests  that a  demand  for education was

building up from below. So does the extent to which a good education had become
a  desirable form of patronage. Otme prints an appendix of letters associated with
the school which  show  the College President being lobbied for his  ‘good
mastership’ towards deserving boys.  Not  that those  being educated always took

such  a  positive  View  of the process. The same collection includes a letter from a
pupil to his master demanding less  punishment and (in the  teeth  of contemporary

moralists’ insistence  that  sparing the rod spoiled the child) pointing out  that  he had
leamt more when  ‘yow  dyd  nott  ponyse me  nott hauff  so  much’.

ROSEMARY HORROX

TEXTS  AND  THEIR CONTEXTS, PAPERS FROM  THE  EARLY BOOK

SOCIETY.  Edited by John Scattergood and Julia Boffey. 1997. Four Courts Press,
Dublin, £35. ISBN 1-85183-209-7.

The ten essays in  Texts  and  their Contexts  started life as short papers at one or
other of the series of biennial conferences  that have  been held by the Early Book

Society in  these  islands  over  the past decade. A consistent feature of such colloquia

has been the  liveliness  and good humour of the participants, most  of whom, with

one or two notable exceptions, have  concentrated their research on  texts,

manuscripts and early printed  books  produced in Europe (usually England or
France) before the middle of the sixteenth century.  Thus, although membership of
the Early Book  Society remains  open  to scholars from any discipline with an

interest in the study of manuscripts and early printed  books, it comes as no surprise
that  it is  texts  and their contexts in  ‘English’ manuscript and print culture  that
provides the main  theme  for this handsomely-bound volume. The collection is
dedicated to the memory of Sarah Horrall, who co-founded the Early Book  Society
with Martha Driver in 1987.

All of the  essays  in  this  volume return to the important questions raised by the

circumstances of book production in the fifteenth and  sixteenth  century that  the
Early Book  Society was originally set up to explore. The impact of printing
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technology on the content and appearance of  texts  and  books  during the

extraordinarily protracted and complex transition from script to print is variously

explored in the contributions by Linne R. Mooney (‘English Almanacks from

Script to  Print’),  Martha W. Driver (Ideas of Order:  Wynkyn  de Worde and the

Title  Page’), Brian Donaghey (‘William Thynne's Collected Edition of Chaucer:

Some Bibliographical Considerations’) and Sue Powell  (‘Why Quattuor

Sermones?'). Other essays, namely Anthony 8.6. Edwards, ‘Middle English

Inscriptional Verse  Texts’, Phillipa Hardman, ‘Windows into the  Text:  Unfilled

Spaces in  Some  Fifteenth-Century English  Manuscripts', and Samantha Mullaney,

‘Fashion and Morality in BL MS Add.  37049’, are more directly concerned with

the relationship between literature and the visual arts. The reader searching for

‘contexts’ in  these  essays  quickly learns that the main features  that have  enabled

the contributors to situate particular  texts, manuscripts, early prints and other

artefacts in the material culture of the period in which  they were produced are,

first, the content and visual appearance of written items in early books  or as
inscriptions, and, second, the presence (or, occasionally, absence) of certain types

of accompanying material. At this point, it is  worth  mentioning that some  of the

illustrative plates in  Texts  and  Their  Contexts  (which undoubtedly added to the  cost
of the volume), could certainly have  been used to better effect; the apparent

absence of Middle English  ‘thorn’ from the modern printer’s repertoire is another

regrettable and completely puzzling feature of the  book’s  production.

But these are relatively minor irritations. One of the strengths of  this  volume is

that its contributors usually operate in close focus when dealing with individual

texts, manuscripts or prints, some of  which  probably represent outlandish or quirky

survivals. While many of the essays concern themselves with  situating a single

item through  a  process of detailed codicological and  textual  scrutiny, the

contributions by Mooney and Edwards offer more ambitious and wide ranging

surveys of two quite distinctive  batches  of material — English almanacs and

Middle English verse inscriptions, respectively —  both  of which, because of either

the general intractability of their subject matter or  other  uncertainties linked to the

manner of their survival, have probably been  consigned for too long to the

periphery of our modern literary-critical consciousness. The  essays  by Maureen

Jurkowski (‘The “Findem Manuscript” and the History of the Fynderne Family in

the Fifteenth Century’) and by John Scattergood and Guido Latré (‘Trinity College

Dublin MS 75:  A  Lollard  Bible  and Some Protestant Owners’) also stand out.  In

each of these cases, the search to reconstruct the readerly expectations of

historically identifiable early audiences and  book  owners  has been profitably

extended to include  a  trawl of the public records for relevant documentary details.

Scattergood and Latré are especially convincing when they argue from such

evidence  that  the names recorded in TCD MS 75 gave this Lollard book iconic
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value and status for later Protestant readers and sympathisers, ‘as  a  kind of

narrative of possession, which is also the discontinuous  history of a  movement,’

(p.  227).  Finally, although perhaps the least codicologically-inclined of all the

contributors, Helen Phillips takes the issue of readerly expectations to an entirely

different, metafictional, level in her pursuit of  ‘The  Invisible Narrator of the

Chevalier  des  Dames’.

Despite  some  unevenness in the discussion of the methodological implications

of the important socio-historical and codicological issues touched on here, the  best
and  most  original of  these  contributions are securely grounded in  a mature
historical understanding of the issues at stake. It is encouraging that such work

often acknowledges  that  the intersections of elite and popular culture (often

observable because of the ambitions, fantasies and socio-political realities reflected

in the informational and leisure-time reading material  that  became  available  for so

many different listeners and readers in this early period) are much more difficult to

contextualise than literary historians  have  traditionally assumed.  One sign of the
richness and currency of this potentially controversial topic is  that  it implicitly

underpins the discussion of ‘audience’, reader response, and the related issue of

‘ownership’ found everywhere in the volume. For  this  reviewer, at  least,  the
publication of  a  first ‘Proceedings’ volume for the Early Book  Society signals  that
scholars of the early book are still not in  a  position to take any of the traditionally

accepted borderlines of their  study for granted.  A  decade after the society was

founded, our sense of what might constitute the boundary between the centre and

the margins of ‘English’ book production remains fairly insecure. Equally

important is our continuing obligation to use  every available scrap of material

evidence from the period to  test  the matrices of pre-modern and early-modern

‘English’ literary culture.

JOHN J.  THOMPSON

WARWICK  THE  KINGMAKER.  Michael Hicks.  1998.  Blackwell, Oxford: £45.

ISBN 0-631-l6259—3.

No fifteenth-century magnate made more impression on contemporary and near-
contemporary English and Continental commentators  than  Richard Neville  Earl  of

Warwick, and  none  is more controversial. The Warwick chaplain  John  Rous

believed  the  earl’s ‘knightly acts’ had been ‘so excellent  that  his noble and famous

name could never be put out of laudable  memory’; Sir  Thomas  More dubbed him

‘a wise man and courageous warn'or’ who won  ‘favour  with all the  people’; and the
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Burgundian chronicler Jean de Waurin, who met Warwick at least twice, was
certainly impressed by him as  a  man who ‘acquired the goodwill of the people to
such  an extent that he was the prince whom  they held in the highest esteem and on
whom  they placed the greatest faith and reliance’. The anonymous author of

Hearne’s  Fragment, by contrast, portrayed Warwick as a man whose  ‘insatiable
mind could not be  content’, immensely rich yet ever greedy for  more;  both
Georges Chastellain and Thomas Basin were savage, indeed vindictive, in their
assessments; and the Burgundian versifier Jean Miélot penned  a  vigorous

condemnation of the ear], in  1470/1,  as both a traitor and  a  ‘drinker of  blood’.
Historians,  too, have brought in decidedly mixed verdicts.  Thomas  Carte declared,
in 1750, that  Warwick was ‘undoubtedly the greatest subject in England for power
and  estate  and deserved all the popularity he enjoyed'; Charles Oman, in 1891,
found it immensely regrettable  that, ‘cast  into the godless times of the Wars of the
Roses, he was doomed to spend in the cause of  a  faction the abilities  that  were

meant to benefit a whole nation’; and Paul Murray Kendall, in his well-researched

and immensely readable 1957 biography, concluded  that  Warwick was ‘a power

unto himself’ who 'acknowledged no bar or custom to his  hopes’:  indeed,
according to Kendall, ‘Warwick’s generation took him for granted, like many
another manifestation of  God’s  unfathomable providence’. Since 1957, however,
Warwick’s reputation has fared badly: for J.R.Lander he was a ‘domineering
malcontent’ who ‘supported the  house of  York  to serve his own  ends’; Charles
Ross judged his career ‘a study in  factiousness’;  and Colin Richmond has recently
dubbed him  ‘the  first of the serial killers of the Wars of the  Roses’.

Michael Hicks, in his 1980 biography of George Duke of Clarence,
acknowledged the duke's overweening ambition, perjury, quarrelsomeness and

treasonable behaviour; nevertheless, he argued, Clarence  ‘posscssed  considerable
military and political  talents’ and proved himself ‘a lord whose support was  worth
having’. In his new study of Warwick, too, Hicks is  anxious  to highlight the
Kingmaker’s positive qualities and achievements as well as his failings and

eventual eclipse on the battlefield of Bamet. Evidence is a problem  throughout:
very little of a personal nature  survives; chroniclers, often partisan as  they are,

have to be treated with great caution; and record evidence, although  immensely

valuable (as Hicks demonstrates  over  and  over  again), rarely throws  much  direct

light on personality or motivation. Indeed, as he himself emphasises, ‘we lack
almost all the materials of  a  modern life and  most  of  those  desired by
medievalists’.

Inevitably, therefore, this  is  very much a  ‘life-and-times’ treatment, albeit of  a
man who  came  to play a central role in English politics during the era of the Wars
of the  Roses.  Born in  1428  as heir to a second-rank northern nobleman and
apparently destined for  a  career  dominated by Anglo-Scottish  border warfare, he
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burst full-grown and unexpectedly on to the national stage in  1449.  A loyal

Lancastrian until 1454, he  then  allied with Richard of York, not from any public-

spirited  commitment  to the commonweal and reform but in pursuit of his own (and

his family’s) self-interest. A  ‘dashing Yorkist’ at the first battle of St. Albans in

1455, he became captain of Calais  soon  afterwards and keeper of the  seas  in 1457:

these  posts, significantly, enabled him to  develop military, naval, diplomatic and

international dimensions to his career denied (after 1453) to most of his

contemporaries. By 1459 he so distrusted the Lancastrian court that any

reconciliation was out of the question  and, in 1460, he proved the  Yorkists’ most
formidable champion: indeed, in the  months  following his victory at Northampton,

Warwick was ‘everywhere securing the new Yorkist regime’. Following Richard

of  York’s death  at Wakefield, it was Warwick who master-minded his  son’s

seizure of the throne as Edward  W  in 1461: thereafter, he enjoyed unfettered

access to the king, played a major role in the pacification of the north and, once

that  was completed in  1464, threw himself vigorously into diplomacy.

Unfortunately, Warwick’s determinedly pro-French foreign policy stance in the

later 1460s proved incompatible with Edward lV's preference for an Anglo-

Burgundian rapprochement, while, at the same time, the king's promotion of  ‘new’
men now close to him seemed to strike at the heart of Neville interests. Michael

Hicks is more even-handed  than most  in assigning blame for the spiralling crisis:

Edward  lV’s  foreign policy was ill-conceived, he argues, and his promotion of

Neville rivals less than judicious; as for Warwick, his belief in Anglo-French amity

was as sincere as it was sensible, while his commitment to  government  by men of

ancient ancestry (rather than parvenus) appears no less genuine. The outcome,

however, was  tragic  for Warwick, since his resort to treason, rebellion, even  the

restoration of Henry VI, eventually destroyed  both  the man and his reputation.

A.J.P.  Taylor, surely amongst the most distinguished of twentieth-century

historians, wrote disarmingly in his 1983 autobiography:
I  am a  plain  narrative  historian  and  I  hope  I gave the reader  plenty of

entertainment as well. For me writing history has been Fun on  a high
academic level

Michael Hicks certainly writes on  a high  academic level; he obviously enjoys

doing so; and the  most  compelling parts of his book are cast in narrative form:

readers looking for entertainment as well, however, may need to seek it elsewhere.

This  is very much a  scholarly monograph and immensely well researched, for the

author has not only consulted an impressive range of printed primary and

secondary sources but  many manuscn‘pts  as well. There are certainly dull  patches,

most  notably the discussion of Warwick's very ill-documented early life: only

those  who share  Hicks’ own enthusiasm for  estates  and  their  accumulation will

find  this  other  than  heavy-going! Often, when writing of the 1450s, Hicks explores
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the  highways  and byways of politics and political life so  much that  Warwick is lost

sight  of altogether; the years 1459-1471 — surely the  most  interesting and  best
recorded of Warwick’s career — occupy less than half the  text  (146 pages out of

313); and it is a pity that the opening chapter on  ‘The  Legend of Warwick the

Kingmaker’ is so very short (a mere six pages) since  what  Hicks  does have  to say

is fascinating indeed. Perhaps  a  racy biography can only be written by a  Paul

Murray Kendall, a man always ready to employ imaginative reconstruction when

faced by sparse evidence, but not  a  serious-minded scholar constrained by an

Oxford monograph format. Nevertheless a clear picture of Warwick does emerge:

not the traditional self-interested, greedy, power-hungry and turbulent  ‘last  of the

barons’ so much as a charming, emotional and popular man, a  man possessed of  a
strong sense of honour and family loyalty, and  a  man of extraordinary energy

capable of relentless attention to his affairs, a  bold and brilliant strategist in war,
and even a pioneer in the use of sea power. Indeed, declares Hicks:

There  was  nothing Warwick  would not  attempt  and no obstacle  that  he

would not overcome. He was  indomitable, never surrendered, and never

failed to recover  until  the  very end.  For  twenty years he  shaped  events,

his own career, and indeed history itself.

Whether so positive  a  judgement is justified remains difficult to say: the evidence

is conflicting and, in the last analysis. inconclusive. Clearly, Warwick did  enjoy
considerable personal popularity (among the masses if not the nobility) and on

occasion showed considerable skill in politics and diplomacy, as well as

demonstrating a real flair for propaganda and image-projection: perhaps, indeed,

much of the pro-Warwick spin in contemporary and near-contemporary sources

reflects the earl’s own  deliberate  efforts  to highlight his admirable qualities and

shrewd political judgement. Ability, as well as sheer ambition and energy, is

necessary to explain his rise to the eminence so evidently recognised by

contemporaries: he became  a  super-magnate indeed. Yet, arguably, his good
qualities pale into insignificance beside his ruthless arrogance and immense

personal ambition; he had a single-minded devotion to his own advancement and

that  of his family that  went far beyond the norm; and, above  all, he proved

congenitally incapable of ever  accepting a  subordinate position. Hence his

downfall and  death.

KEITH  DOCKRAY
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NOTICES OF BOOKS AND ARTICLES

The following list consists of recent  books  and articles, mainly published in the last
twelve  months, although earlier publications may be included. The appearance of
an item does not preclude its subsequent review.

BOOKS

Colm Lennon and James Murray, editors, The  Dublin City Franchise Roll, 1468-

1512.  164 pages.  1999.  Four Courts  Press, Dublin, £35; $55 (hbk).

ISBN 0-9505301-6-6

The  names  and  occupations  of  1,425  men and  women  who had the  right  to  vote  in
municipal  elections are recorded, often with  details of parents and  spouses. Wills  and  deeds
are  also  included for their topographical and  social  information.

F.A.C. Mantello and AG.  Rigg, editors, Medieval  Latin.  An  Introduction  and

Bibliographical Guide.  1996. 774 pages. The  Catholic  University of America.
Press, Washington  DC, £35.95 (pbk). ISBN 0-8132-0842-4.

This ‘introduction’ is  a  vast store  of  information  about  books  on all  aspects  of the use of

Latin  in the Middle Ages.  Divided into:  ‘General reference and research  tools’; ‘Philology’;

‘Varieties of medieval latinity’ (38  subjects,  such  as Botany, Architecture, Music,  Textiles

and  Shipping); ‘Varieties  of medieval  Latin  literature' (23  subjects, such  as  Satire, Sermons,

Encyclopedias);  ‘Medieval translations’; includes two indexes.

ARTICLES '

John  R. E. Bliese, ‘Saint Cuthbert and war’, Journal  of Medieval  History,  volume

24, number 3, September 1998, pages  215-241.
Traces' 1n detail the legends  that  made St  Cuthbert  3  "war  saint, helping Alfred  against

the  Danes  and the  English against  the Scots, and  surveys all  that  is  known  about  the  saint's
banner, which  was carried  into  battle as late as 1536,  during the  ‘Pilgrimage  of Grace'.

Charles F; Briggs, ‘MS  Digby 233 and the patronage of John Trevisa’s De
regimine principum’, English Manuscript Studies  1100-1700,  volume 7 (1998),

pages  249-63.
A detailed  study, which concludes that  Trevisa’s translation was  unfinished  when he

died; his  text therefore posed  problems for the scribe of the  only surviving manuscript  and
did not  become as well  known  as Trevisa’s  other  translations.
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James A. Doig, ‘Political propaganda and royal proclamations in late medieval
England’, Historical  Research, volume 71, number 176, October  1998, pages  253-

280.
Thoroughly examines  the effectiveness of proclamations  between  c.1250 and  1461;

how government ensured  that they were actually made, where  they were  made and when

and how often. Special  attention  is  paid  to the  siege  of Calais in 1436.

David  Dymond, ‘Five building contracts from fifteenth-century Suffolk’, The
Antiquaries Journal, volume 78, 1998, pages 268-87.

These  contracts date  from the early 14605  and relate to four domestic properties in Bury
St  Edmunds  and  a  rural  barn;  they are  preserved  in the  notebook  of  a  local  scrivener,
Cambridge  University Library Add. MS 7318. Full transcripts, interpretations  and  suggested
reconstructions in plan and  elevation are provided. Glossary and bibliography.

Mary Erler, ‘A London anchorite, Simon Appulby: his  F  ruyte  of Redempcyon  and

its  milieu’, Viator, volume  29, 1998, pages 227-39.
The  Fruyte  was a translation of  a  Latin  life  of  Christ, with Brigettine  additions,

designed  for the  laity and endorsed by Bishop Fitzjames of  London. Appulby was anchor of
All Hallows  London Wall  from at least 1514 till his  death  in 1537, a  church  with a  long

established  anchorhold; his  book  went  through  five  editions  1514-32.  Connections with

Brigettine  piety, Syon  and  wixh  the use of  common profit  books — Appulby was in the will
of  John Graunt, priest of St Michael Bassishaw 1517 —— are traced.  Will  of  Appulby given  in
full.

Bradford Y. Fletcher and A. Leslie Harris, ‘A Northampton poetic miscellany of
1455-56’, English  Medieval  Studies  1100-1700, volume 7, 1998, pages  216-35.

British Library, MS Harley 5396, was written in the 14505, by a  tradesman of

Northampton, at a ‘wrytyng scole’. He included  financial  tables,  business  transactions, some

religious  poetry, and  more secular verse of which the ‘Tournament of  Tottenham‘ is a  fairly
typical  example. An example of  a  modest  compilation  made by someone  with  a modest

education. The  contents  are transcribed or  catalogued  as appropriate.

Katherine L. French, ‘Maidens’ lights and  wives’ stores: women’s  parish guilds in
late  medieval  England’, Sixteenth  Century Journal, volume 29, 1998, pages  399-
423.

A  useful  look  at female  activities  within  the  parish and the  changes  inflicted on  them  by
the Reformation, for  example  the effect of the  loss of  saints’ cults  and  guilds. Parish  guilds
or sororities provided women  with  their own social  life, fund raising activities and religious
duties, all of  which  stressed the female  domestic  role.  In  these  guilds  women  enjoyed an

unique opportunity to  hold  office.

J.N.  Hare, ‘Growth and recession in the fifteenth-century economy:  the Wiltshire
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textile industry and the countryside’, Economic  History Review, volume 52, 1999,

pages 1-26.
This  article presents  a  detailed  examination  of the  spectacular rise of the cloth industry

in  Wiltshire (with substantial  reference to the adjacent  counties), the mid-fifteenth-century

slump and the  recovery from the 14705. The  slump in  Wiltshire  was sharp but comparatively

short  lived, and  caused  by the loss of foreign markets for  cloth  and the related  fall  in wool

pnces.

Edward Jones, ‘Jesus College Oxford, MS 39:  signs  of a medieval compiler at
work’, English Medieval  Studies 1100-1700, volume 7, 1998, pages 236-47.

Presents the  evidence that  the mid-fifteenth-century Disce  Mari, a  guide probably
aimed at  a  vowess  or female recluse, was adapted as a  manual  for  parish  priests. The
compiler, working 1453-605, may have  been  an  Austin  canon  or at the  Brigittine  house of

Syon.

M. Mercer, ‘Lancastrian loyalism in the South-West: the  case  of the  Beauforts’,

Southern  History, volume 19, 1997, pages 42-60.

Sets  out to show —  through  the  example  of the Beaufort  affinity —  that loyalty to the
house  of  Lancaster  between  1461  and 1485 was stronger and more persistent  than  some

historians  have  thought.

Susan Powell  ‘Lady Margaret Beaufort and her  books’, The  Library, 6th series,

volume 20, number 3, 1998, pages 197-240.
Lists  all the available  evidence about  Margaret  Beaufon’s  library and particularly her

piety, including her will, chapel  inventories  and  household accounts, Touches  on her

devotion  to the Holy Name of Jesus and St  Winifred, her  patronage  of  printers, particular

texts  and St  John’s  and  Christ’s Colleges,  Cambridge, and the  role  of  John Fisher in her life
and  reputation.

J .A.F. Thomson, ‘Richard Tollet and Thomas Cornish: two West Country early
Tudor  churchmen’, Southern  History, volume 19, 1997 pages 61-93.

Tollet's  industrious career  spans  1509-28 in  Exeter diocese, serving in  posts such  as
vicar general and  commissary, his  duties administrative  rather  than spiritual. Cornish  was  a

protegy of  Bishop Robert Stillington  — in  1491  he asked for permission to say the office at
Stillington’s  funeral. He continued to  serve later  bishops of  Bath  and Wells successfully and
died precentor of  Wells Cathedral  in 1513. These men were pluralists, absentees and  hard-

working officers of the  church.

Hilary Wayment, ‘The  stained glass at Chavenage House, Tetbury,

Gloucestershire’, The  Antiquaries Journal, volume 78, 1998, pages 391-432.
Chavenage  House  is decorated  with  fragments and  whole  pieces of glass  dating from  the
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fifteenth  to  twentieth  centuries. The fifteenth-century pieces include  interesting examples of

Yorkist badges including a  sunburst  and  a  double, five-petalled  white  rose, Stafford and

Hungerford  knots.  Many provenances are not  known.  Full  catalogue  with illustrations.
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